September’s Principal’s Book of the Month

Two Bobbies: A True Story of Hurricane Katrina, Friendship and Survival
Grade 1
Bobbi the dog and Bob the cat had a special friendship. Bobbi protected Bob the cat. Bobbi loved Bob the cat and Bob the cat loved Bobbi too. They were safe and they helped.
Bobby the Dog and Bobcat
Hub's Frightful Beakquis
Bobbi the day CEP
Bobby Cat Safe and Strong
and Heathera
Bobbi the dog and Bim the cat are a special friend. Bim the dog takes care of the blind cat. I would love to have a friend like Bim.
Bobby the dog and Bob Cat had a crew friendship. Bob Cat helps Bobby. The dog is safe. I would love to have a friend like Bobby.
Grade 2
"Two Bobbies"

Bobby and Bob cat are best friends because Bob cat was environment. Bobby was pulling Bob cat out of things by guidance. Bob cat saved the other cat. Bob cat was hit by hurricane Katrina. They lived and their owner is gone and the street was buckled and filled with debris. I would like to see them find their owner and they would like to see them find a new owner. My friends and I would like to take them there. If I have a chance, I will continue to see them. They have no owners, noVaskellers."

Julia Bowman

Grade 2, PA
Two Bobbies

Bob cat was blind to living way Raw Cat

men. And the dogs

protested when there was

Bobcat muted

brawny from window

and that bobby was safe

became a lot of people wanted.

Jaison Fukanaga Grade 5

P-1
Two Bobby's

My friend and I built a windmill together. I swim in her pool because she invited me to her house. Jonah is a great friend because he showed me how to make:

Sienna Mae Caberto
Grade two PL.
I would like to play with my
two bobbies and I would like
to do math. She is from her
name is Flina. Bobby is a good
friend because she took care
of Bob car and Bobby did not
learn anyone touch Bob car.
The man wanted Bobby but

he can not keep her because
he has a dog. Bobi could
not live Bobby when they
were affected by the hurricane.

Airey Palau-Barawis
2nd grade
P-1
But with so much damage and confusion, the Two Bobbies were not rescued. Their food and water gone, Bobbi finally broke free. She dragged along the broken chain with Bob Cat close beside her.
Two Bobbies
Written by Mallory Okoji  9.20.16
You should read the "Two Bobbies" because it's a really good book to read. Here's a dog and a cat their names were Bobbi and Bob Cat. When a huge storm came named Hurricane Katrina everybody left and nobody could bring their pets. So Bobbi and Bob Cat got lost. Bobbi was tied to a chain. Bob Cat stayed right next to Bobbi, because she was his look out. This is because Bob Cat was blind. And when Bob Cat heard a jingle he followed it into a construction site. They got fed. Then the boss came out he said to his construction worker, "Take them out!
So they had food for one week and they had not eaten any food for 4 months. After that they found a better place for them, an old game site that they used it for stray dogs and cats from Hurricane Katrina. Bobbi and Bob Cat were the only two left. At the end they made a trip to Oregon and slept over at Melinda's house. The next day they thought she was the perfect owner for them. They liked Gus-Gus too and lived happily ever after. The End.
Two Bobbies
Written by Jason Pua 9.20.16

You should read "Two Bobbies" because the book "Two Bobbies" is really cool.
First, in 2005 Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans and most were flooded with
water. A dog named Bobbi and a cat named Bob Cat were abandoned by their
family so they just sat on their porch. After that, Bobbi and Bob Cat came off their
porch, so they search for food.

At the end, Bobbi and Bob Cat Wandered into a construction yard and got feed by
a construction worker and the construction worker feed them for a week. But the
construction worker couldn't keep them. So he gave them to an animal shelter.
Next some volunteers found out that Bob Cat was blind but the animal shelter
shut down. So they put them in another animal shelter. Soon they got adopted
together by a lady named Melinda. Soon Bobbi and Bob Cat got used to Melinda
and lived happily ever after. My favorite part is when they got feed because they
never got feed for four month so I'm happy that they got feed for at least a week.
Two Bobbies
Written by Trinity Kawashima  9.20.16

You should read Two Bobbies.
First there was a Hurricane Katrina and it flooded every one’s homes. After that they were very hungry. Then they found a working place a guy gave them food he cut Bobbi’s leash. He left a little part of the chain because Bobcat loved the sound, bobcat was blind. The problem was only one could stay. So they had to live on their own. After that people came and got the pets that were lost. So they went to the animal shelter. Then when they waved the guys hand in front Bobcat’s face he didn’t even move. Then they found out that Bob cat is blind. Last they got adopted and they love their new family and they lived happy ever after. The End
Two Bobbies
Written by Jiohvani Ramos
First, Bobbi and Bob cat were a dog and cat. They were abandoned in 2005 hurricane Katrina happened. They survived 4 and a HALF MONTHS!!! with no food. But one man helped them with some food. Then the man also helped them, by talking them into a store and putting them in a cage. Someone saw them on tv and wanted them. Finally they went home and lived happily ever after.
Grade 4
What is friendship?

BY: Madisyn Stoner

Friends here, friends there, friends, friends everywhere!
Beautiful friends walking happily, happy friends reading and
smart friends working friendly. And great friends talking
hilo, and friends in hawaii. Friends here, friends at the store, friends everywhere!
Friends Here, Friends There, Friends, Friends, Everywhere! Loving, Friendly, Sharing nicely, awesome friends playing fairly, cool. Friends helping kindly, and smart. Friends being kind. Friends at school, friends at the beach, friends far away, and friends in the USA. Friends here, friends there, friends everywhere!
Kealakehe is best!

Friendship

RMIRK strive to be the best!

Friends here, friends there, friend everywhere. Cool friends playing happily, kind friends helping nicely, nice friends sharing joy and awesome friends caring kindly. Friends at the store, friends at the beach, friends at school, and friends here. Friends here, friends there, friends everywhere.
be kind to each other
do not say bad words to them.

Lokelani

friends here friends there friends everywhere
best friends sharing kindly,
best friends playing nicely,
happy friends talking loudly,
and sad friends sharing smiles.

friends at the beach
friends in the car
friends at the pool
friends at school

friends, lots of friends, friends everywhere.
Grade 5
Safe Animals In Natural Disasters!

Why?
Animals need us. You won’t exist if they aren’t kept safe.

Natural disasters make huge impacts on people and animals.

How?
Natural disasters can be prevented if we help each other.

Let’s keep us happy. We can save animals from natural disasters.

Together we can save animals from natural disasters. All we need is your help.

Help us help them!

Natural disasters sometimes don’t allow animals their local area. They are stuck at their owners’ best alone.

We can learn from the weather reports. Write how we can prevent the animals from natural disasters.

Grade 5